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Over a dozen silver gold bastions of defensive lights that would take 

simultaneous strikes from over a dozen Unequaled Reverend Emperors to get 

past were released. 

Yet when the metallic blue essence arrived...these layers of defensive lights 

didn't even receive an impact as the Boundary Essence that made 

them...seemingly turned into a hazy state, instantly changing its colors from 

silver gold to metallic blue as the descending power that was a fusion 

between two Boundary Essences cleanly cut through- its concentration even 

increasing the more it moved forward! 

Others may not be able to see what the intricacies behind it were, but Titus 

saw it clear as day as he felt his soul shake. 

The metallic blue essence didn't meet any resistance where it went as it 

instantly changed the nature of the opposing essence that stood before it, 

transformed it into an essence akin to it, absorbed it, and nullified everything 

entirely! 

When it came across an opposing essence, it entirely altered it and devoured 

it to become a part of its strengths as it became ever more concentrated and 

faster. 

It meant that the layers of defenses that should have taken even Titus at least 

ten strikes to get through...were entirely bypassed and shredded in an instant 
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as the metallic blue light smashed into the body of the glorious Haven 

Disciple! 

...! 

There was no explosion, blinding light, or a booming impact. 

The terrifying light sunk into the body of the Haven Disciple freely as an 

instant later...all light and life force emanating from this being disappeared. 

All the stellar silver gold radiance around this Planar Halcyon Sparrow 

disappeared as its massive body began tumbling to the ground below- golden 

dreamy sands reaching out to grasp it as if they were welcoming the corpse to 

its eternal grave! 

And from its body, the terrific metallic blue light emerged with even greater 

vibrancy and power as it instantly shot towards another direction. 

...! 

Titus saw this scene as he felt as if his soul was standing on pins and 

needles, instantly pulling out two Apex Aeonic Soul Totems and activating the 

first one to release a silver gold light that protectively hugged his body! 

<Fuck...fuck, fuck!> 

Expletives escaped his mouth as he saw the deadly light that he assumed to 

be a type of Dynamis of Extremity wildly rush towards another Haven Disciple- 

everyone here beginning to feel surging waves of danger as their destinies 

warned them of their possible ends! 

Titus looked at the unfolding scenes as he once more felt like he stood at a 

crossroads of choices. 

Choices! 

Had he made any right choices today? 



Was the choice he was currently on the right one? 

'And why the hell haven't I received any replies yet?!' 

He screamed inwardly as by now, he should've heard back from other groups 

of his Genesis Institute of Extremity or even have some of the more powerful 

beings near this location. 

His choice to stay on this path was dependent on them- and this was why he 

had called for help! 

...! 

When he had this thought, his soul trembled as he was forced to remember 

something one of his most prized teachers had told him a hundred years ago. 

<Titus, you will come across many trials in your life. Something you need to 

remember is that in all of them, your life should always lie in the palm of your 

hands. If you ever find yourself relying more on Totems or the strength of 

others, you are leaving your life in the hands of Destiny. And destiny...is very, 

very fickle.> 

WAA! 

This memory blazed in his mind as he shuddered! 

He...he had actually risked his life on the premise of relying on others to come 

and aid him. 

How did he miss this? How did he forget something so critical?! 

'Damn.' 

Seeing the unfolding situation and putting his life in his own hands...he 

instantly made another choice. 

Among the decisions he made today, this was the single most right one! 

BZZT! 



His magnificent Planar Halcyon Sparrow form turned around to instantly make 

a withdrawal and leave the battlefield as he forsaken his goal of obtaining the 

secrets of this Mysterious Entity right then and there! 

Even though he had sacrificed many things to gain nothing, he would not put 

his life on the line any longer when this Entity revealed too many unknowns. 

So he made the right choice, but... 

BOOM! 

His massive silver gold body was frozen in place as he felt his neck 

constricted, a voice reaching his ears as it originated much too close to him! 

<I told you...that I would fuck you up.> 

...! 

While they were all focused on the horrifying metallic blue essence and what it 

was doing, they had lost sight of the man himself as he appeared right in front 

of Titus's retreating figure, his right hand clamped on his feathery neck as it 

felt like an Extremity Metalloid had clamped down on his body! 

𝒩𝑂𝑣𝑬𝑙𝗇𝓮xt.𝔠𝑂𝐦 

Vibrant metallic blue light covered the skin of this being as he looked like a 

devilish creature emanating essence from Unrecorded Aeons! 

Yes, Titus had made the right choice. He had even made this choice as he 

chose to retreat first without alerting the Haven Disciples that followed him to 

this change- all for the sake of buying time for his retreat! 

He made the right choice, the only problem was...he made it too late. 

The silver gold defensive layer born from an Apex Aeonic Soul Totem around 

him didn't disappear as this being had forcefully constricted it onto Titus's 

feathery skin, the metallic blue glow around his hand clashing and shockingly 



pulverizing the power of this Totem ever so slowly as it actually seemed to win 

over it! 

Titus had one more Apex Aeonic Soul Totem that he crushed at this moment 

to cause an attack to bloom right in front of the head of this being, silver gold 

light illuminating him as a boundless cluster of claws unfurled inches before 

his face. 

And all there was... 

BZZZT! 

Was a scathing clash of Essences as the metallic blue luster on his skin 

actually kept the essence of Apex Aeonic Soul Totem at bay! 

Titus's heart dropped at such a scene as a horrifying outcome neared this 

startling battle! 
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The luster of his skin carried a dazzling lividus color as a metallic blue luster 

radiated from him- this vibrance actually able to hold back the grandeur of the 

essence of an Apex Aeonic Soul Totem! 

A power that was approaching Apex Aeonic Lifeforms! 

All of this was due to nothing other than the Unnamed Dynamis of Extremity. 
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The convergence of Mana and Nullity that created a new essence- something 

that from a preliminary look...Noah saw that it could transform the essence of 

other beings into other forms and even devour this essence into itself, with the 

essence of Boundaries at the 9th Boundary Layer finding it hard pressed to 

stop it! 

Then came the effect on himself. 

When he allowed this essence to roam freely in his body and Origin. 

It was a type of Essence that should've been unreachable for someone like 

him- where even now as the Convergence of Manadynamics and Nullity 

slowly climbed past 1%...Noah still found this essence extremely hard to 

control and holding a tremendous cost to use! 

His Aeonic Soul Values were rapidly decreasing as the only reason he wasn't 

entirely drained at this moment was because of the brand new effects 

circulating that this essence brought. 

Since it was something a step above Boundary Essence and even closer to 

Extremity, his Origin, Soul, and Body cheered as his Aspects of Existence 

swallowed the metallic blue essence and underwent even greater change! 

<An Essence reserved for Apex Aeonic Lifeforms is coursing in your Aspects 

of Existence.> 

<A tremendous refinement and strengthening effect is applied to your Aspects 

of Existence!> 

<Continued Refinement with the Unnamed Dynamis of Extremity will open a 

pathway to forge a Type of Extremity Foundation geared towards the efficient 

Convergence of Threads of Extremity.> 

...! 



Boundless sources of information were constantly being infused into Noah 

while his True Sanguine Clone moved in the Abyssal Sanctimonious Lands, 

where even now when his right hand clamped onto the feathery neck of Titus 

and clashed with the essence of an Apex Aeonic Soul Totem- he was told of a 

tremendous blessing! 

A Type of Extremity Foundation. 

What Titus and others came to the Youngest Haven to achieve! 

They came here seeking the Extremity Panaceas that even the Mad Apex 

Emperor Caesar wanted for his daughter in order to forge an Extremity 

Foundation that would allow them to smoothly become Apex Aeonic Lifeform 

and set up the building blocks to reach Extremity, but Noah could attain his 

own Extremity Foundation at this stage so long as he continued refining his 

Aspects of Existence with this new quality of essence! 

This was his reward for achieving the impossible. 

Something that even those in powerful factions from other Havens couldn't 

imagine. 

And...he wasn't alone in this. 

There was also the Infinite Plane. 

It was governed by Manadynamics as at this moment, this governance had 

the intrusion of Nullity into it! 

While Noah experienced the changes of this Unnamed Dynamis of Extremity, 

the Source of the Infinite Plane quaked as the dazzling silver of Nullity 

bloomed within it. 

𝔫𝐎𝗏𝑒𝑙𝑛𝗲xt.𝓬𝚘𝑀 

A light of nothingness and change mixing with the governance of Essence! 



<The Infinite Plane has gained access to a new source of energy and 

authority.> 

<The Authority of a Dynamis of Extremity courses through the Source of the 

Infinite Plane> 

<The features of the Infinite Plane begin to undergo Quintessential 

elevations.> 

...! 

Many things occurred as even grander things were initiated.I think you should 

take a look at 

The quickest ones... 

<The Offensive Feature of the Aeonic Planar Xyston of Extremity has been 

born.> 

<The Defensive Feature of the Aeonic Planar Aegis of Extremity has been 

born.> 

...! 

Terrifying new tools bloomed as Noah felt like he was receiving an overload of 

information from multiple sources! 

From his Aspects of Existence. From his Origin. From the Dynamis of 

Extremity he had yet to name! 

There were too many things coming towards him all at once. 

His Soul felt like a small boat in the midst of a raging sea, barely weathering 

the storms around him as it drank from this sea and became ever more stable. 

Because of the vastness of the sea that would take a long time to understand, 

he had to tune everything out at this moment! 

And so he did. 



All of his clones and main form stopped the blatant usage of the Unnamed 

Dynamis of Extremity. 

Only his True Sanguine Clone in the Abyssal Sanctimonious Lands continued 

to shine with a metallic blue luster as the heavy cost of this authority was 

greatly reduced. 

And as soon as he did this... 

BZZZT! 

The last layer of defense brought about from the Apex Aeonic Soul Totem 

around Titus shattered! 

The sharp points of silver gold lines that was another dreadful attack from a 

Totem...only left a white mark on his forehead as it didn't pierce his skin that 

was bathed with the Unnamed Dynamis of Extremity. 

It was a fantastical development as he looked at the enormous form of the 

Planar Halcyon Sparrow, his hand tightly sinking into the dazzling silver gold 

feathers around its neck as the essence of the Unnamed Dynamis of 

Extremity...already seeped into Titus's body! 

His eyes locked with the gaze of this Haven Disciple who seemed to have 

many chaotic chaotic ideas in his head as he spoke lightly. 

<I want to thank you for dropping by my feet and doing what you did today.> 

WAA! 

Noah's utterance was utterly serious as the actions of this being had spurred 

him forward, acting like a grinding machine where he came out of the other 

end even stronger! 

Titus had attained an exceeding sense of calmness the moment that the 

defenses of the Apex Aeonic Soul Totem around him were broken and the 

terrifying essence around Noah entered his body, his Aspects of Existence 



beginning to feel cold and empty as when he gazed into the eyes of the being 

before him, he truly saw they were genuinely thanking him! 

When he gazed at them, he tried to leave behind the rising remorse as he 

could only utterance out... 

<You utter fucking monster...> 

SAA! 

Four words. 

And that was it! 
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<You utter fucking monster...> 

SAA! 

Four words. 

And this was it before the light in the eyes of this pristine existence faded.  

He was alive in one moment, and gone in the next as the terror of the 

utilization of a Dynamis of Extremity was extremely unique! 

It was akin to a scene that had occurred not too long ago amidst raging 

storms of Ruin where in a certain Plane, a shackled existence with only 

sockets for eyes had escaped. 
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His enemy did not even know when they had truly died, only realizing at a 

certain point that it was it for them as everything about them disappeared 

soon after! 

<...> 

The massive body of the Planar Halcyon Sparrow wasn't held up by Noah any 

further as he released it, dazzling sandy gold dunes rising from below and 

accepting it into their folds as the body was preserved in pristine conditions. 

At the same time, the reality of what had just occurred set it as the remaining 

Haven Disciples...roared out while releasing their own remaining Apex Aeonic 

Soul Totems while they turned into blazing silver-gold lights to escape into 

different locations! 

Noah's eyes were unfettered as events seemed to be playing out in slow 

motion under his eyes bathed in the Unnamed Dynamis of Extremity- eyes 

that currently watched a dazzling pair of prompts. 

<The Sources of 12x Complete Crimson III Aeonic Pearl of Extremity have 

been absorbed into your body.> 

<The Sources of 1,000x Crimson Planar Origin Panaceas have been 

absorbed into your body.> 

Prompts that didn't include the bodies and blood that Noah had kept intact! 

Similar prompts that appeared when he killed the first Haven Disciple came, 

the only difference being that Titus granted 3 more Sources of Complete 

Crimson III Aeonic Pearls of Extremity! 

Along with this, the memories of Titus surged into his mind as they reinforced 

and expanded what he learned about from the memories of the first Haven 

Disciple he had killed. 



Memories of the Aeonic Haven of Genesis and the Genesis Institute of 

Extremity! 

Memories of the structure and Civilizations of a few different Havens, and of 

the experiences of 900 years this being had as shockingly, when Noah arrived 

at the portion of the memories that involved a specific being... 

BZZT! 

An oppressive light flashed. 

It was a memory. 

And yet within the vast array of memories, one particular one was Titus 

seated as he stared towards an aged man on a simple feathered throne. 

The man seemed to be passing on the knowledge of Extremity as the moment 

Noah arrived at these memories, they shockingly stopped being so! 

The aged man seated on the simple feathery throne raised his head and 

sighed as next, he stared straight towards Noah's will that was gazing at 

everything. 

...! 

And the right hand of this being snapped as an instant later, Noah felt a 

portion of his Soul sapped away- his mind entering the body of Titus seated 

on a halcyon marbled floor as the memory seemed to become reality! 

--- 

Across the workings of spacetime continuum. 

In an Unrecorded version of reality. 

In the deepest reaches of the first Haven to undergo Extremity Sanctification- 

the Aeonic Haven of Genesis. 



The marble gold floor beneath him was warm to the touch as it pulsed with life 

and grandeur, Noah placing his hands on it as he rose and gazes at his 

surroundings. 

The marble floor had massive golden pillars and archways surrounding it, 

stellar and tall trees swirling with liquefied essence of Boundaries seen in the 

far distance as this location seemed to be at the very top of a mountain.I think 

you should take a look at 

A mountain that when Noah stared further outwards, he could see numerous 

radiant Planes of Existence surrounding it that each held an overabundance 

of life! 

And at the center of this marbled floor atop a stellar mountain surrounded by 

Planes, a simple feathered throne lay as the being seated on it spoke with a 

sigh while gazing at Noah's figure that looked around as if nothing here fazed 

him. 

<I take on very few Disciples, and you have killed one.> 

WAA! 

His tone was deep and ancient. 

His visage was astounding as a head full of vibrant white hair could be seen, 

his aged fave filled with an unbelievable sense of beauty and grandeur that 

would make others lost! 

Noah's will that was brought here across spacetime finally turned to actually 

gaze upon the existence that had reached Extremity before his eyes. 

Titus's strongest teacher- Marcellus! 

Towards his statement, Noah only nodded lightly as he was given just a 

glimpse of the shocking power existences that had far exceeded the stage of 

Apex Aeonic Lifeforms. 



This being had merely appeared in a memory of another existence, and yet he 

had somehow caught Noah's portion of soul and brought it into this memory 

as if it were a reality! 

When Noah spread his Will out from this grand mountain peak, he genuinely 

felt as if he was in an entirely different space- as if he truly was in the Aeonic 

Haven of Genesis as everything around him felt extremely genuine! 

But he wasn't afraid. 

This was still just a memory no matter how much it seemed like a reality! 

The Existence that had reached Extremity rose from his throne as he looked 

at Noah closely, his voice continuing to ring out. 

<What happened to cause conflict between you all? He should've barely just 

arrived near the Initiating Extremity Vein of Dissolution with his team. And for 

an existence below the stage of Apex Aeonic Lifeform to kill him is even more 

surprising...> 

He seemed more curious than anything else as Noah actually couldn't see 

rising rage or wrath from this being! 

So he replied calmly while walking towards the edges of the golden marbled 

floor and overseeing the fantastical domain that was only a portion of the 

Genesis Institute of Extremity.𝒩𝑂𝑣𝑬𝑙𝗇𝓮xt.𝔠𝑂𝐦 

<His destiny sparked conflict while lying to him that he would obtain some 

great boon from me. He instead received an early end to his life.> 

<Oh?> The brows of the Extremity Existence rose as he nodded. <I always 

did tell him that Destiny can be very fickle. If I ask, would you allow the rest of 

his team to live if they aren't already dead? I'll put something up for you.> 

This existence stroked his beard as he spoke, Noah gazing at the wonderful 

expanse before him as he shook his head! 



<Since I started this, I will just finish it. Killing one or killing eleven isn't too big 

of a difference. Although...can I now expect a distinguished being that has 

reached Extremity to be seeking me for revenge and retribution? I can't 

promise you that things won't end the same way as they did with Titus.> 

BOOM! 

His contained Will surged with Tyranny as he spoke fearlessly towards a 

being with unknown strength and standing! 

And this being...actually smiled while shaking his head. 

<No revenge or retribution from me. Though his Lineage within the Institute 

may seek recompense. When you reach the stage of Extremity, you mind 

come to understand many things...and just how crucial every single Apex 

Aeonic Lifeform or potential Apex Aeonic Lifeforms are. It is why I sought to 

save the others if possible. But fate is what it is. If our paths cross again in the 

future, I may even discuss destiny with the lifeform capable of wiping out a 

team of Unequaled Reverend Emperors with multiple Apex Aeonic Soul 

Totems...> 

...! 

CRACK! 

The artificial reality began to break and fracture. 

Noah nodded sharply while turning back to stare at the being that had 

reached Extremity. 

It seemed like there was much for him to learn and understand about this 

stage. 

But at this moment in time, he did not look back on his deeds as his Will left 

this recollection to erase every single Haven Disciple that threw attacks his 

way! 
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The skies burned with a verdant light of life. 

The earth shone gold and black as apocalyptic mountains burned furiously, 

golden sands roiling as they already held the bodies of two Planar Halcyon 

Sparrows! 

At the center of the skies, a Recorded Apocalypse bloomed as in this stellar 

field of battle, the most powerful auras were spreading out and leaving in 

different directions for nothing other than escape. 

And how could they not escape when the most powerful among them just had 

his soul erased with utter ease?! 

Their hearts burned with regret as the being they had surrounded and 

attacked this whole time came back to full attention, his body feeling the arcs 

of an essence that came from a combination of two different Boundaries as he 

didn't actually give chase. 

He would be able to do it with a little bit of effort from chasing each one, but 

Providence told him one or two would actually make him give chase across 

the Abyssal Sanctimonious Lands as he could choose a more optimum path! 

And that path… 

His mind buzzed as he computed countless threads of information and arrived 

at a single one. It was actually one of the boons to come from the fruition of 
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the Unknown Dynamis of Extremity- the newly elevated features of the Infinite 

Plane! 

The Aeonic Planar Xyston of Extremity and Aeonic Planar Aegis of Extremity! 

Noah traced their descriptions as he saw a myriad of similarities among them, 

eventually seeing the two features come together under a single description to 

tell exactly what they stood for. 

<Aeonic Planar Xyston of Extremity and Aeonic Planar Aegis of Extremity>:: 

The Offensive and Defensive components of the Infinite Plane manifested by 

its Master. The Xyston and Aegis carry great Aeonic Planar Defense Values 

and Aeonic Planar Damage Values equivalent to the Weight and Sources of 

Extremity currently bound to the Infinite Plane. Due to their nature, they 

heavily amplify the abilities of the Master of the Infinite Plane as abilities can 

be cast through these weapons to achieve a quintessential effect. All abilities 

cast through the Aegis and Xyston be infused with the Unknown Dynamis of 

Extremity from the Source of the Infinite Plane, with two preset modes of 

offense and defense also being possible. The preset modes of [Planar 

Emperor's Stellar Bastion of Immovability] and the [Planar Emperor's Stellar 

Spear of Penetrability] can be utilized at no cost to you, all resources paid for 

by the Infinite Plane. Including these preset abilities, all abilities cast through 

the Aegis and Xyston carry Absolute Aeonic Automatic Targeting- where once 

an enemy is chosen as the target of the ability, it will cross the spacetime 

continuum or even versions of different realities to always reach the chosen 

enemy. Additional features of the Aegis and Xyston are still being added with 

the transformation and expansion of the Infinite Plane, with their base 

utilizations also coming at no cost to you… 

Yes. 

A power that required him a great deal of resources before, and yet now…the 

cost was paid for by the Infinite Plane that had begun to collect Sources of 



Extremity and continued to expand and proliferate even though Noah had not 

absorbed any new Minor or Major Planes of Existence! 

In the past two days since it entered the Planar Palisades of Extremity, it had 

more than doubled in size and the number of realities and cosmos within it- 

purely from the spurred changes brought about with the expansion to 

Extremity. 

It was becoming more and more like a miniature Haven as at this moment, 

Noah's will called out The Aeonic Planar Xyston of Extremity and Aeonic 

Planar Aegis of Extremity! 

— 

What was he doing now? 

Ayame was already given a great surprise at the might of the displayed 

Dynamis of Extremity, but she also expected it at the same time as whenever 

she sparred with Apex Aeonic Lifeforms, their utilization of essence that 

exceeded normal boundary essence always caused her great difficulty! 

She knew that normal methods could not handle it. Even the essence of Apex 

Aeonic Soul Totems…only clashed with it as since the Dynamis essence was 

closer to the means of a genuine Apex Aeonic Lifeform- it would win in the 

end! And this was showcased when the one called Titus fell. 

But as his entourage scrambled to escape, Ayame wondered if she should 

lend a hand as she had now mixed herself in with the threads of Fate after 

stopping the communications of these beings. She wondered this because 

Osmont didn't make a move instantly as they escaped, but a moment 

later…her eyes fluttered greatly. 

This being suddenly released a stellar glow as in his right hand, a dazzling 

spear shining blue, purple, and gold appeared. Its spearpoint was excessively 

sharp as it caused one's eyes to prickle, while multicolored lines of realities 



flowed out at its base to give it an ethereal flow! At the same time, a shield 

holding similar colors came to be grasped on his forearm as it was a perfect 

circle- its exterior being inscribed with multicolored stellar infinity lemniscate 

runic etchings that pulsed with the essence of multiple Sources of Extremity! 

Osmont seized these two weapons as Ayame felt her eyes open wide at their 

appearance- her soul feeling a sensation that exceeded any EPOCH Relics 

as they seemed to give off waves of essence close to Apex Aeonic Relics if 

not exactly the same! 

Holding the spear and shield, he looked like an ancient warrior from eons ago 

as paired with the cerulean grandeur and pulsing Haki surging around him- he 

carried an indomitable sense of grandiosity! 

And at such a juncture, the stellar blue form of this being glowed as the 

essence of the Dynamis of Extremity gloriously shone on his body, with the 

only action he did…being to push his shield and spear forward. 

Simple. 

And yet…nine streams of a metallic blue light flashed out as they rushed 

towards the 9 different directions that the Haven Disciples had disappeared 

towards! 

Ayame happened to catch the unbelievable sight that bloomed next as the 

most this being made this move, spacetime twisted as a terrifying essence 

was carried over at an insane speed to instantly appear above the heads of 

the radiant Planar Halcyon Sparrows from afar! 𝔫𝐎𝗏𝑒𝑙𝑛𝗲xt.𝓬𝚘𝑀 

Above some of them, a massive multicolored illusory Aegis flourished in the 

skies as it spun with horrific gravitational waves that would put even Major 

Planes of Existence to shame- these waves fixing the Haven Disciple in space 

as the illusory Aegis then descended while spinning with even greater force- 

the metallic blue light of a Dynamis of Extremity shining from it as even though 



the body of the Haven Disciple was left intact, Ayame could see that with 

every spin of the Aegis- a desiccating force smashed and crushed the soul of 

the Haven Disciple on all sides as death was the only possibility! 
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A massive illusory Aegis appeared above some of them as it spun with heavy 

gravitational waves that seemed to carry the essence of twice a dozen 

Boundaries on top of the essence of a Dynamis of Extremity, grinding down 

the enemy's soul from afar as on top of other Haven Disciples, the illusory 

scene of multiple spears of light bloomed as they cascaded down with 

immense brilliance! 

Such a scene appeared simultaneously on all Haven Disciples as none were 

spared. 

OOOH! 

Many of them felt these shocking waves of power and the unprecedented 

danger their souls felt- those with Apex Aeonic Soul Totems still using them 

as all they did was buy them a little bit more time, with those who simply tried 

to defend with their 9th Boundary Layers finding the essence of a Dynamis of 

Extremity unimaginably hard to bypass as their souls were ground down in an 

instant! 

A single attack where he simply pushed forward a shield and 

spear…simultaneously targeted 9 beings in different directions and 

oppressively crushed down with Dynamis of Extremity- grinding their souls as 
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if they were at the very center of a forming singularity of infinite density and 

gravity. 

It meant that within a single move, the grand light of Soul Totems was 

shredded apart as the soul light and the authentic force of life in Nine 

Unequaled Reverend Emperors…was extinguished simultaneously. 

<...> 

Their bodies lost their support as they still seemed lifelike, but they fell 

towards the cold earth as nine dense streams of golden sands stretched out 

from afar to receive them, welcoming them into their final sleep as at such a 

scene, Ayame couldn't help but smack her lips! 

She was further recalled of the mysteries and anomalies out in the vastness of 

Extremity that could always change things, with a whole party of Haven 

Disciples from one of the Oldest Havens never expecting to fall even before 

they laid eyes of the Extremity Vein of the Youngest Haven. 

It was a reminder, but just that. 

She appreciated the power and decisiveness this being showed as she was 

even more interested by his capability to bring two concepts of Extremity to 

Converge, but that was it. 

Intrigue. 

She didn't need to attach anymore to it than that as similar to this being, she 

could also be considered an existence that was anomalous and mutated 

compared to others! 

So she had enjoyed the show as she nodded with a smile and prepared to 

leave, when… 

<Leaving so soon?> 

WAA! 



The magnetic voice of the existence valiantly holding a stellar spear and 

shield reached her position as her brows rose. 

He was able to see her? 

— 

<The Sources of 9x Complete Crimson III Aeonic Pearls of Extremity have 

been absorbed into your body.> 

<The Sources of 1,000x Crimson Planar Origin Panaceas have been 

absorbed into your body.> 

<The Sources of 9x Complete Crimson III Aeonic Pearls of Extremity have 

been absorbed into your body.> 

<The Sources of 1,000x Crimson Planar Origin Panaceas have been 

absorbed into your body…> 

Before his eyes, a set of two prompts repeated 9 times over as 81 Complete 

Crimson III Aeonic Pearl of Extremity had their Source absorbed into his body. 

More Pearls than the number of Boundaries he now held as every single one 

could be brought to the 9th Boundary Layer as the Sources of the remaining 

Pearls…he could even pass them through his lineage to others connected to 

him! 

Boundless waves of information flowed in his mind as he admired the power 

of the Aeonic Planar Xyston of Extremity and Aeonic Planar Aegis of 

Extremity, his Soul then calling out towards a certain direction where an 

existence who had subtly interfered in today's battle was about to leave. 

<Leaving so soon?> 

…! 



His words came as a surprise to her, his eyes able to see this clearly as in the 

next second, her figure was unveiled. 

Fiery gold hair releasing lights of splendor. 

A crimson horn radiating immense power rose on her forehead! 

Eyes that gave off a feeling of immense confidence and power as if in this 

whole Haven, not a single being would be able to give her any sense of 

danger- Apex Aeonic Lifeforms and Existences that had reached Extremity 

included! 

Seeing that Noah had actually to see her when nobody could, her feet moved 

a single step as an instant later, she materialized a few feet away from Noah. 

<Yes, I am. I interfered because their actions were distasteful to me, and now 

that things are done, I shall leave. It was interesting to observe you, Osmont.> 

She talked freely as Noah's body still pulsed with the grandeur of a stellar 

shield and spear arcing with the core of a Dynamis of Extremity that utterly 

eradicated Unequaled Reverend Emperors, and yet she didn't show an ounce 

of fear as if this was something she could handle! 

And Noah…he could barely discern anything about this being as even when 

he fully utilized the authority of Providence and his expertise in the Aeonic 

Annals of Extremity…only a letter of two of her name was coming to him! 

The being before him seemed to sense this as she laughed calmly. 

<I am known as Ayame. Ayame of Infinite Extremity.> 

…! 

BOOM! 



The surroundings buzzed chaotically at the mere mention of her last two 

words as Noah's eyes constricted, his Soul even feeling the events playing out 

being recorded with ever greater clarity in the Aeonic Annals of Extremity! 

<Infinite Extremity.> 

He knew of this from the memories of Titus and others that he had just killed. 

One of the ancient inheritances to exist in the Havens of Extremity. 

Their name was boldly Infinite Extremity! 

They held great weight in the Aeonic Haven of Genesis as it was common 

sense for no beings to ever mess around with those who proclaimed 

themselves to be from this aged inheritance. 

Against her magnificent introduction, Noah didn't feel any sense of inferiority 

or act differently- the mention of this ancient behemoth she belonged to meant 

nothing to him as he knew of his own boons and talents! 

So just like she had introduced herself… 

<I am Noah Osmont. The True Emperor of Quintessence!> 

WAA! 

The manifested Dream, Prana, and Apollyon Planes vibrated with glory at his 

mention as he nodded lightly while moving past Ayame. 

<Thank you for the aid.> 

He was unfettered in his demeanor as Ayame's eyes shone while she 

watched him pass inches from her, his form becoming humanoid and 

devilishly handsome as he moved ever further into the Abyssal Sanctimonious 

Lands without looking back. 𝒩𝑂𝑣𝑬𝑙𝗇𝓮xt.𝔠𝑂𝐦 

Behind him…a fantastic landscape was left behind! 



It was forever altered as in the skies, a verdant stellar forest remained with 

radiant cosmos shining brilliantly, and on the earth below- golden sand dunes 

and crimson mountains releasing tendrils of chaos remained. 

INFINITE MANA IN THE APOCALYPSE 

Chapter 2366 The End Of The True Emperor Of Destiny! I 

 

   

 

 

Across the Havens of Extremity 

Near the Styx Regality Plane. 

A thin golden Boundary stretched out for light years as it released waves of 

golden destiny, reverberations booming within as a great battle unfolded. 

Towards a corner of this domain, one young man floated with an aura of 

sharpness and power as he seemed like a blade ready to strike at any 

moment. 

He watched. 

With every ounce of his Aeonic Soul, he watched every single move that the 

trapped enemy made as his goal was to ensure that escape wasn't even a 

possibility for him! 

After all, the enemy had something as unpredictable as the Eyes of an Apex 

Aeonic Lifeform! 

BOOM! 
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A golden light exploded out as the surroundings were filled with golden 

Treasure Caches releasing beams of light that snaked around the whole 

domain- giving the two Noblesse Reverends that had joined the fray trouble 

along with the main target of today's venture- Oppenheimer! 

On top of the Planar Domain of Loot, seas of crimson blood occupied and 

encircled all other areas as the multicolored light of Quintessence formed into 

unique constructs that also closed off all sides. 

The only being at the center of this all was Oppenheimer as his body moved 

with contained calmness and a somber expression! 

He currently faced the attacks of all Dimensional Rulers here as a valiant 

Eowyn was at the forefront, her golden hair radiating might as she merged 

with the golden light of Loot while swinging a massive blade that held a half-

crescent moon at its hilt- the grandeur of Ruination also being put to use. 

On top of Eowyn and Arthus, Lilith, Guinevere, and other Dimensional Rulers 

who were all utilizing the Boundaries that stemmed from a single man, the 

roaring figures of Kazuhiko and the Emperor Penguin were among others who 

weaved in and out to release attacks on all sides that made sure 

Oppenheimer couldn't make an escape in any direction. 

Even though he held the eyes of an Apex Aeonic Lifeform, he had not been 

able to leave this whole time! 

Every point of space was covered with Boundary essence as if there were any 

gaps...the dreadful light of an Undead Legion buzzing with Boundary Essence 

filled it as Barbatos sat atop an Aeonic Abyssal Bone Dragon also watching 

everything closely. 

It had been minutes since the battle began, and Oppenheimer still couldn't 

break out as the only reason he had survived so far was the multicolored glow 

released from his eyes. 



It rebuffed and reduced the might of the attacks of the inhabitants of the 

Infinite Plane that had reached the 8th Boundary Layer easily as it was the 

only reason this being was still alive! 

But after these few minutes, the cost of keeping this up was wearing him 

down as his soul could already feel the strain. 

ƥandasnovel·ƈom His golden destiny that always showed him innumerable 

routes only had a few lines he could follow- with most of them requiring him to 

sacrifice everything just for the possibility of escape! 

So for the first time since the encirclement began... 

"Why would you all so vehemently do this?" 

WAA! 

His booming voice filled with majesty echoed out as he weaved across the 

cylindrical beams of light coming from treasure chests, the light of Destiny 

knocking back the flippers of an arrogant Penguin at the same time while the 

tentacles of the Kraken barely grazed his body! 

There were too many enemies around him as his voice continued to ring out.I 

think you should take a look at pandasnovel.com 

"I alone worked to save you all when a Noblesse located our Plane of 

Existence. My methods may have been brutal, but it was the only way as the 

other option was complete annihilation!"𝒩𝑂𝑣𝑬𝑙𝗇𝓮xt.𝔠𝑂𝐦 

...! 

He always showed the serenity and regality of an Emperor. 

After all, he had risen and reigned over an entire Age- even coming to end an 

Era! 



And even now, he had only taken a few of his Boundaries to the peak of the 

Seventh Boundary Layer due to the Eyes of Clarity, and yet he stood against 

multiple beings who had achieved the 7th Boundary Layer in multiple 

Boundaries. 

He was brave and indomitable as anyone at the same stage wouldn't be able 

to match him! 

Yet now, he spoke with a sense of urgency as the innumerable routes he 

always had were slowly dwindling amidst this trap. 

"Hah! You worked to save us? You decimated the forces of the Dream 

Dimension among multiple others just to cement your reign, you ripped apart 

my Aspects of Existence in front of my own father!" 

BOOM! 

Eowyn bellowed out with burning anger as from her body, blue flames rose as 

a tinge of Manadynamics bloomed! 

Oppenheimer released tendrils of Destiny to block this off as he replied. 

"This was in a time of war where each of us was fighting for the title of True 

Emperor. I had to dominate a certain few to gain the might to save all the 9 

Minor Planes and the Desolate Mausoleum. The reason you all stand here 

today and why Desiderius did not deserve everything was because of me. 

Me!" 

...! 

Anger seemed to be rising from the visage of the True Emperor of Destiny. 

How long had he worked for this? How far had he come? 

He came from nothing to overcome Destined and Chosen Emperors as 

today...it would be the same! 



The eyes transplanted on his sockets gazed and calculated everything as an 

instant later, they turned towards the direction of the devilishly handsome 

youth who seemed to be silently weaving and controlling the direction of this 

whole battle. 

Unseen tendrils of Destiny and Providence surged from him as Oppenheimer 

could see one of the few remaining pathways...was this being. 

And so... 

SHIING! 

Space twisted and contorted from the usage of the eyes of an Apex Aeonic 

Lifeform as Oppenheimer instantly appeared before Henry, spears of Destiny 

booming out while his voice emanated out. 

"The only reason you were even born was due to me ending an Era and 

giving your father the chance to stand atop a new one. All of you owe your 

lives to me!" 

BOOM! 

INFINITE MANA IN THE APOCALYPSE 

Chapter 2367 The End Of The True Emperor Of Destiny! II 

 

   

 

 

Dazzling Spears of Destiny clashed with a golden light of Providence around 

the Child of Destiny, tendrils of the VOID weaved into it as Oppenheimer went 

all out! 

Yet the young man before him... 
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"You were a great man who rose from nothing and made a name for yourself 

out of an entire Age. For that, I commend you." 

WAA! 

Around his body, blazing Quintessence bloomed along with a raging light of 

Destiny that formed into a Blitzkrieg, pillars of multicolored light forming 

behind him and cascading down as he continued! 

"But in that rise, you made too many enemies. You hurt too many beings just 

to achieve what you wanted. But you weren't thorough enough...and the past 

came back to haunt you." 

BOOOM! 

The surrounding space buzzed amidst their clash as this whole area became 

enclosed by multiple stacked Planar Domains, the Oldest Dream, Guinevere, 

and others keeping the Noblesse Reverends at bay while locking down this 

entire area with domains to the point that only the figures of Henry and 

Oppenheimer were enclosed in this single area. 

Oppenheimer breathed heavily amidst his grandeur as he came out 

unscathed from the radiance of multiple Consummate Boundaries, but his 

Aeonic Soul Values were even further used up as he now felt a great strain to 

keep the utilization of the Eyes of Clarity active! 

"I was born to forge my own destiny. Even in these Vaults of Extremity, I 

would rise to become an indomitable Apex Aeonic Lifeform as I would etch my 

name in the Aeonic Annals of Extremity. Oppenheimer would ring out across 

eons!" 

...! 

His soul truly felt the strain. 



It was unbelievable and commendable that he stood against dozens of beings 

with 8th Boundary Layers in multiple Consummate Boundaries all by himself 

when his highest was Destiny at the 7th Layer- and it only further exemplified 

the terror of the Eyes of an Apex Aeonic Lifeform he held! 

It was commendable. 

But it could only continue for so long. 

His Aeonic Soul Values couldn't use the Eyes of Clarity to their full potential 

with his current accomplishments. If he had more time as he planned. If... 

"Possibilities. That is all that those were, Oppenheimer. You may have very 

well had your name etched across the Vaults of Extremity as even now...I can 

see possibilities of it." 

Henry spoke out with a sigh as he felt something move within his very 

Lineage. 

"You can see it too?" With his body covered by a dimming light from the Eyes 

of Clarity as the last of his Aeonic Soul Values kept the raging Essences of 

the Consummate Boundaries at bay, the True Emperor of Destiny stared at 

the Child of Destiny. 

The boundless future he dreamed of. The one that was right before his 

grasp... 

"Yes. But...you were inevitably connected to and affected by the Destiny of a 

man much greater than you. Even though he isn't here, you can't imagine how 

much his influence brought all of this to fruition, even to this very moment." 

Henry spoke with brilliant eyes as through his Quintessential Kainos Emperor 

Lineage, he felt multiple Sources of Complete Crimson III Aeonic Pearls of 

Extremity course through and settle into his soul for his use. 



What had his father done for him to obtain enough Pearls of Extremity that 

can raise Boundaries to the 9th Boundary Layer to the extent he could freely 

give some away to him? How many Reverend Emperors had he taken down 

in these last few minutes? 

Henry only had this passing thought as in the next moment, the Source of 

Complete Crimson III Aeonic Pearl of Extremity burned as Quintessence was 

the first one risen to the 9th Boundary Layer- Destiny being the next one to 

follow as the power around Henry...rose to a shocking level! 

Around his body, liquefied golden flames of Destiny began to rise torrentially 

as Oppenheimer looked at them from afar and found himself sighing.I think 

you should take a look at pandasnovel.com 

His figure stopped on the dazzling space at the center of all attacks as his 

body got into a seated position, his hands resting on his knees as he looked at 

the golden flames of Destiny that seemed further on the path of Extremity that 

his own Boundary of Destiny by numerous Layers. 

"A foe I didn't even confrontation with, and yet I lost to him?"𝒏𝑶𝒱ℯ𝓁𝗇𝐞xt.𝐜𝒐𝔪 

His voice was deep and low as around him, a golden throne manifested as his 

visage released boundless waves of nobility and grandeur. 

As he released a genuine aura of an Emperor that very few others could 

match! 

But around his body...the light grew dimmer as his Soul Values were truly too 

drained from all the adversaries he faced, this being before him grinding down 

all of his strength to the extent that now, he could only wait for a single thing. 

For a single path. 

"You lost to him, you also lost to me. Your destiny was bright Ages ago as you 

overcame countless adversities...but mine shone brighter." 



HOONG! 

Torrential golden flames of Destiny jumped out like celestial snakes from 

Henry as they came to wrap around the True Throne of Destiny and the 

Emperor atop it. 

Utmost calm and grandeur could be seen from Oppenheimer as the last of his 

Aeonic Soul Values faded, his implanted eyes of an Apex Aeonic Lifeform 

being the only thing shining brightly at this moment as his Aspects of 

Existence could no longer support their heavy cost! 

BZZT! 

Tongues of golden flames of Destiny latched from his throne and onto his 

body one after another as within moments, his visage became enshrined with 

golden flames. 

But they weren't his. 

And they burned what remained of his Aeonic Soul as he stared fearlessly at 

the young being to do this to him. 

The Child of Destiny was bathed in golden flames as he looked like an 

incarnation of a fated creature from the legends of the Elysium Bloodlines, his 

figure coming to float in front of the True Throne of Destiny as he looked 

straight at Oppenheimer's burning figure. 

The one who had split apart Reality. 

The average soul that rose to triumph over countless Chosen Emperors and 

Destined Emperors. 

The True Emperor of Destiny! 

His Aeonic Soul burned as he didn't make a sound, facing death with a 

straight face as the last thing he gazed at was the majesty of Destiny. 



The majesty of Destiny…as well as the hands of a being reaching out for 

everything he had attained. 

ƥandasnovel·ƈom One hand surged towards his eyes in order to pluck out the 

eyes of an Apex Aeonic Lifeform. The other hand surged behind him and 

grabbed his golden throne as right before his death, Oppenheimer realized 

this being even wished to seize his True Throne of Destiny! 

And then…the golden light he always gazed and followed all but faded as 

immense darkness descended all around him. 

It was the end of the True Emperor of Destiny…and the rise of an even 

greater one! 

INFINITE MANA IN THE APOCALYPSE 

Chapter 2368 Usurpation Of Destiny! 

 

   

 

 

He was truly seated on his Throne. 

On his very throne! 

And yet… 

The visage of another being bathed in shining gold flames of Destiny that 

were immolating his whole being plucked out the dazzling eyes in his sockets 

while wrapping them in immense flames of Destiny, his other hands clamping 

on the golden throne of Destiny that was also enshrined with burning flames. 
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This scene became privy to all as the layers that covered them disappeared, 

the Planar Boundaries laid out being deactivated as they still left behind their 

signature in space even then. 

Those that surrounded this space were able to see the unfolding scene. 

The scene of an aflame Oppenheimer as Henry dug out dazzling eyes from 

this being, his clamping right hand releasing seas of golden flames of Destiny 

that wrapped around the True Throne of Destiny which ultimately…he 

bellowed out while pulling outward! 

HOOO! 

And the golden throne moved across space, making a semilunar arc and 

coming to be stationed behind him as Oppenheimer's figure was left seated 

alone in space, mere burning as his skin crackled. 

<...> 

Henry then felt the throne behind him that was commandeered by his own 

Destiny, his body going to be situated on it without so much as a delay. 

A flash of gold erupted out and rose to the skies at such an action. 

Destiny permeated throughout as all beings here could feel the essence of a 

9th Boundary Layer emanating from such a concept! 

Eowyn and Lilith floated close and watched the burning figure of Oppenheimer 

with complex emotions. 

The former nearly had their Aspects of Existence broken by him, and the latter 

had her father entirely erased by him! 

Yet now, this being lay dead before them even after all his glory. 

Kazuhiko, the Emperor Penguin, Kraken, Anna, Dimensional Rulers…all the 

prominent Vassals of the True Emperor of Quintessence that were on this 



venture saw this scene as well as the so of the being they followed become 

enthroned atop the True Throne of Destiny as they felt their Origins buzz. 

They looked towards such a being as his devilish handsomeness was ever 

enhanced by the burning golden flames as his voice echoed out. 

"Oppenheimer is no more as from this point onwards…there shall be a new 

True Emperor of Destiny!"𝗇𝔬𝓋𝓮𝓵𝗇𝔢xt.𝗰𝒐𝓂 

BOOM! 

His words were accompanied by burning golden fire torrentially rushing all 

around, his other hand holding two jewel-like eyes moving and smashing 

towards his socket as a golden light of Destiny carried them into his sockets! 

A pristine aura of an Apex Aeonic Lifeform emanated from these eyes as the 

first thing that Henry confirmed was that who they belonged to was not dead. 

The second was that he…would be able to better utilize them than 

Oppenheimer ever dreamed of as the essence of Quintessence and Destiny 

surged out and sank into these Eyes of Clarity- Henry intent on refining them 

to become his own even if the True Emperor of Genesis they stemmed from 

was still alive! 

Blinding radiance emanated out as he blinked after the eyes were inserted, 

each time seeming like the lids of a sun opening and closing due to the 

brilliance as his gaze became locked with the two shocked Noblesse 

Reverend Emperors from a distance, and the even more vibrant forms of life 

in the Styx Regality Plane as he spoke out with a young sense of tyranny. 

"Let the Conquest of Quintessence resume…let the Lineage of the 

Quintessential Kainos Emperor resound across the Aeonic Haven of 

Dissolution!"I think you should take a look at pandasnovel.com 

OOOOOH! 



The space buzzed as the aura of over a dozen Consummate Boundaries 

blared out, the Vassals of the True Emperor of Quintessence wishing to 

expand his glory as his Son led the way forward on the domains of the 

Noblesse! 

He sat on the golden True Throne of Destiny as he watched the unfolding 

Conquest towards the Styx Regality Plane and the scrambling Noblesse 

Reverends as he thought of many things. 

The throne below him, the eyes he refined in his sockets. 

All of them came with the assistance of his father as at this moment, Henry 

wished to be able to give even grander things back to his father. 

pandasnovel.com His father had already told him the blessing from 

Oppenheimer was fine for him to keep, with him actually not showing interest 

in the eyes of an Apex Aeonic Lifeform! 

'You wouldn't already be approaching such a stage or have your body already 

transforming into one, right?' 

Henry had a passing thought that he deemed too ridiculous, shaking his head 

as he moved forward. 

It had barely been two days since his father entered the Vaults of Extremity- 

where his power was only at the 6th or 7th Boundary Layer after he had 

defeated Desiderius. 

Surely, he wouldn't already be set to advance in becoming an entirely different 

lifeform? 

— 

Across the spacetime continuum. 

Within the Planar Palisades of Extremity. 



In a region where the past Barren Lands used to be, the humanoid 

appearance of a man wrapped in white essence could be seen floating 

silently. 

His sockets were empty yet filled with profoundly swirling milky white light, his 

stare desolate as he gazed at where his past home would have been! 

He couldn't feel the faint bindings of Natural Laws anymore. 

He couldn't feel the Source of the Lands he was the First Emperor of! 

In his absence, too many things were decided as the reality he was waiting for 

didn't even get a chance to play out. 

The reality of the Barren Lands being like many other scattered Planes of 

Existence in the Planar Palisades that were pulled towards the Havens of 

Extremity. 

Since the region of the Planar Palisades of Extremity it was in fell under the 

influence of the Youngest Aeonic Haven of Dissolution, the Barren Lands that 

was extremely far away would have gradually been pulled towards the 

Youngest Aeonic Haven until it was fully absorbed to become one of the many 

Planes of Existence within it. 

This was the history Genesis had learned of when it came to the Older Aeonic 

Havens that had already undergone Extremity Sanctification! 

These Havens had Existences from an endless number of nearby Planes of 

Existences that emerged and survived the dangers within the Planar 

Palisades of Extremity. 

They were absorbed into the folds of the Vaults of Extremity and spread out 

across different factions! 

INFINITE MANA IN THE APOCALYPSE 
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Chapter 2369 The Vein Of Dissolution! I 

 

   

 

𝗇𝔬𝓋𝓮𝓵𝗇𝔢xt.𝗰𝒐𝓂 

 

Countless lineages were absorbed into the folds of the Vaults of Extremity and 

spread out across different factions over the eons that passed. 

If they held grand destinies and Providence, they may just be capable of 

speedily expanding their Boundaries towards Extremity- or even be capable 

enough to become Apex Aeonic Lifeforms. 

Genesis and the Ancestors of the Barren Lands were merely lucky enough to 

find access into the Havens of Extremity first even before the Initiation Step of 

the Extremity Vein began in the Haven they were in. 

It was a great opportunity as many of them rose in power, but they couldn't 

Conquer or advance as much as they wished to due to other Lineages that 

already had their Planes of Existence here- Lineages like the Noblesse! 

Thus, they sought for greater forms of power. 

They abandoned their Plane of Existence entirely and even used Minor 

Planes to bind the Major Plane. 

In his absence, his people even laid down the verdict of destruction! 

And now, the Barren Lands were not where they used to be. 

"What did you do…O Last True Emperor?" 

His deep voice echoed out as he couldn't sense any Planar destruction here, 

knowing full well that the Barren Lands were not destroyed. 
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But where were they? What had the ruling being of its Last Age done? Were 

the Barren Lands already absorbed into the Youngest Haven since its 

Initiation of Extremity Sanctification just began? 

ƥandasnovel·ƈom Genesis had many questions, with the milky white essence 

surrounding him buzzing powerfully as it exceeded any common Boundary 

essence. 

It held a luster of none other than a Dynamis of Extremity as it told the True 

Emperor of Genesis…the answers would actually be back in the Aeonic 

Haven of Dissolution. Within his very own Lineage! 

And he knew just what great a change was coming to the Aeonic Haven of 

Dissolution now that its Extremity Sanctification had begun. 

It would not be a few simple Lineages ruling domains across this Haven any 

longer. 

Planeswalkers, Quasarians, Noblesse, Lernaeans…they would merely be 

among many others. 

Their powerhouses would be dispersed to join powerful factions that had their 

histories etched in the Aeonic Annals of Extremity. 

Even within the Ancestral Lernaeans…there were already Apex Aeonic 

Lifeforms that set their hearts on specific factions from the offers they had 

received! 

A great change was coming. 

The walls between the Aeonic Haven of Dissolution and other Havens would 

become even thinner as Extremity Sanctification progressed. 

And those seeking Extremity would swarm towards the budding Extremity 

Vein of Dissolution to obtain what others obtained in their own Havens. To 



obtain the Seeds of Extremity that were mainly fated for those who had been 

in this Haven of Dissolution and no others! 

It was the approaching of a greatly tumultuous time as the moment the 

Initiation Step ended…even Apex Aeonic Lifeforms would roam freely! 

Before such chaos fully unfolded, Genesis had to rectify his wrongs. 

He had to locate the Barren Lands and ensure its safety. He had to defend the 

Lerneans to not become divided and separated across terrifying Inheritances 

that would soon stretch their tendrils towards them. 

With his empty sockets surging with a milky white light of a Dynamis of 

Extremity, his figure disappeared! 

— 

Pure majesty flowed between his very atoms. 

His main body took the reigns to circulate the Unknown Dynamis of Extremity 

as with every circulation- his cells drank this essence and became ever so 

refined.I think you should take a look at pandasnovel.com 

His Aeonic Soul Values took it in and continued scaling upwards in growth. 

His Origin pulsed as the First Plane of Extremity that couldn't be expanded 

any longer…had its Dimensions still absorbing this essence as they shone 

with ever greater splendor! 

This Unknown Dynamis of Extremity was born from Aeonic Mana of Extremity 

that Noah had an infinite amount of. It was mixed with Nullity which wasn't 

Infinite. 

One of the reasons Noah's soul was even able to handle the essence that 

greater Lifeforms could call forth…was because half of it stemmed from a 

source he could endlessly call out! 



But even now, if Noah wanted to keep the convergence of both Mana and 

Nullity, his Aeonic Soul Values had to be in active use to do so. 

This power was that pristine. 

But it allowed him to refine his Aspects of Existence and take him towards a 

type of an Extremity Foundation, continuing to cement his power in the upper 

layers of Reverend Emperors! 

At this point in time, Noah took stock of his current strength and might as he 

wished to solidify it all and bring every part of him to an unprecedented level in 

the stage of Unequaled Reverend Emperors. 

The 9 Natural Laws and the 6 Fundamental Natural Laws of Reality. 

The 9 Decreta of Dimensions. 

His other expanded boundaries that when he added the Natural Laws and 

Decreta…his total number of Boundaries exceeded 30. 

With the dozens of Sources of Complete Crimson III Aeonic Pearls of 

Extremity… 

"Bring all currently expanded Boundaries to the 9th Boundary Layer." 

…! 

His voice echoed out commandingly as he began taking actions to build an 

unimaginable foundation. 

"Take all those not already at the Consummate level forward…" 

His Soul cried out at being out to work even more as it also worked dutifully to 

control the Unnamed Dynamis of Extremity, stretching itself out once more as 

it opened the Aeonic Annals of Extremity to alteration Recorded Histories into 

something else! 

To alter Innate Boundaries to become Consummate Boundaries! 



All of these changes…would heavily impact Noah and the Infinite Plane as 

every single one of its Natural Laws and Decreta were about to reach an 

unmatched level. 

As for Noah himself…he would be an Unequaled Reverend Emperor that 

controlled dozens of Consummate Boundaries- his goal being a Foundation 

that was a rarity even in the Havens of Extremity across its eons of Recorded 

and Unrecorded History! 

And as his 9 Decreta of Dimensions connected to his very Origin began their 

upwards surge towards the 9th Boundary Layer, they spurred his Origin 

forward as he came to make a choice. 

"Begin the forging of the Second Plane of Extremity. The Templates for the 

Second Plane of Extremity…shall be the 9 Dimensional Realities as Major 

Planes of Existence." 

…! 

His First Plane of Extremity held 9 Minor Planes of Existence! For his Second 

Plane of Extremity, he could have based it off any Planes across Extremity- or 

expanded upon the Dream, Prana, Apollyon, Fantasia, Niflheim, Elysium, 

Avalon, Mirror, and Quantum Dimensional Realities. 

He…already had his soul stretched out across too many concepts as he didn't 

wish to add and enlarge even more at this moment. He wanted to take the 

Dimensional Realities from Minor to Major Planes of Existence as he 

wondered.. how would the Decreta be altered? How would the Infinite Plane 

be changed? And just what magnificence would arise from his Second Plane 

of Extremity being built like this? 

There were many unknowns for the future, with the only thing he was sure of 

being that his Foundation was going to be something that would be 

Unrecorded across eons when he was done. 



As for what he would do for the future Third, Fourth, or Fifth Plane of 

Extremity and onward? Only time would tell! 

INFINITE MANA IN THE APOCALYPSE 
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His Aspects of Existence continued their ever-constant refinement and 

strengthening as all his Boundaries surged towards the 9th Boundary Layer, 

and they were then altered to become Consummate. 

In the midst of all this, his Soul still kept great focus on the Convergence of 

Manadynamics and Nullity- the percentage of Convergence slowly rising as 

with it, many things gradually became clear on what uses the Unnamed 

Dynamis of Extremity would have! 

The combination of Mana and Nullity. The fusion of pure energy and 

nothingness…just what would come from it? 

As Noah's soul controlled the metallic blue light of the Unnamed Dynamis of 

Extremity, he gradually gained a clearer picture! 

[As the percentage of Convergence increases to perfect the Unknown 

Dynamis of Extremity, the nature of this Authority will gradually become 

accessible to you.] 

[The Full Authority of Aeonic Anti-Mana seeks to come to fruition.] 

[The Full Authority of Aeonic Mana Drain seeks to come to fruition.] 

…! 
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Yes! 

Just from his preliminary tests with the lividus colored essence, he was 

gaining understanding in abilities termed Aeonic Anti-Mana and Aeonic Mana 

Drain! 

ραndαsΝοvεl.cοm As the Convergence of Mana and Nullity slowly came to a 

close, these abilities and more would be in the palm of his hands as they were 

shown somewhat during the fight against the Haven Disciples of the Genesis 

Institute of Extremity. 

So he focused on the circulation of this essence across his aspects of 

Existence as he knew that by the time it reached full Convergence…it would 

remain Unnamed no longer. 

This Dynamis of Extremity would gain a distinction as Mana and Nullity would 

birth something glorious! 

'But while all of this occurs…' 

His main body which was surrounded by tendrils of lividus colored essence 

rose its head and stared out into the aurora of lights around him as he 

connected to his True Sanguine Clone in the Abyssal Sanctimonious Lands. 

It had continued forging forward after being delayed by Titus and the Haven 

Disciples of the Genesis Institute of Extremity, but his Will could see a change 

in the space around him as the Expansive mountains and storms of Nullity 

and Ruin…were becoming thin. 

He was getting past the outer periphery of the Abyssal Sanctimonious Lands 

and finally about to delve towards its deeper areas! 

— 

His True Sanguine Clone had called and kept the Aeonic Planar Xyston of 

Extremity and the Aeonic Planar Aegis of Extremity on his hands as he 



became ever familiar with the Offensive and Defensive methods of the Infinite 

Plane. 

His figure looked like a valiant warrior recorded eons ago with the multicolored 

stellar weapons in his hands, the streams of miniaturized Realities on the end 

of the Spear and the countless Infinity symbols on the Aegis making his whole 

demeanor give off oppressive waves of power! 

The Sources of Chaos around him weaved over his skin and even sank into it 

as Ruin and Nullity seemed ever docile- with their density thinning as Noah 

progressed until soon enough… 

SHAA! 

He came to a stop before a liquefied wall that mixed crimson and silver 

together to produce a dull red expanse that stretched out in all directions.I 

think you should take a look at ραΠdαsnovel.cοm 

The only thing to be uttered about it was its vastness…as well as the 

concentration of Ruin and Nullity interlinked together to the extent that it 

seemed to exceed the aura given off by essence at the 9th Boundary Layer! 

Such a wall would isolate and not allow entrance to average Reverend 

Emperors as only those with multiple Boundaries at the 9th Boundary Layer 

would theoretically be capable of bypassing it. 

But for Noah who even now was still having his soul undergo changes from 

the boons of the Entropic Entity of Extremity… 

BZZT! 

His Xyston merely touched the massive liquefied wall of Ruin and Nullity as 

liquid tendrils emerged to wrap around the Spear, eventually traveling up and 

latching onto Noah's body as his soul released a deep brilliance! He was then 



sucked in by the tendrils of liquefied essence as within them, he felt a dense 

spatial aura of spacetime and…something even more profound! 

His body was wrapped in this light as he felt like he wasn't just passing 

through a wall to go from one area to another. 

He felt like he was being transported somewhere else entirely the moment he 

withstood the tendrils of Ruin and Nullity, an essence of spacetime and 

something that seemed even more pristine than even the essence of Dynamis 

of Extremity passed through him as he was shuttled across space! 

BOOM! 

His soul felt like it was being squeezed as changes were forcibly applied to his 

body, his size reducing greatly as he materialized in a brand new space. 

Yes. Forceful size alteration! 

Noah normally had his size interchangeable depending on the area he was in, 

where he adapted to be as small as a world or as large as a Cosmos or even 

as immense as a river of Reality depending on the space he was in. 

But at this moment, an unimaginably deep and powerful authority seemed to 

impose itself on him as his size was set akin to his form when he was a 

human on the blue planet- approximately 2 meters! 

And he felt this even more as in the area he appeared in…he felt as if he were 

a mere ant in the face of its vastness! 

Countless crimson and silver tower like obelisks floated in space. 

Noah's figure was atop one of these obelisks, his 2 meter size being like a 

grain of sand as the tower like obelisks ranged to be 100,000 to 1 million 

times larger than him! 

The entire space was lit up brightly with these radiant obelisks that seemed 

like solidified Ruin and Nullity!𝗇𝔬𝓋𝓮𝓵𝗇𝔢xt.𝗰𝒐𝓂 



There was no earth below, only endless radiating light with the peaks of other 

obelisks barely being seen…along with one particularly dazzling feature. 

Only a portion of it could be seen as it seemed to be submerged in a heavy 

darkness, and yet it snaked endlessly behind and forward while disappearing 

into the dense darkness that surrounded it. 

Noah didn't have to stare too hard to know its identity, his eyes releasing a 

heavy light as he realized what endlessly snaked below him amidst countless 

obelisks. 

It was a mere glimpse of Dissolution. 

The Extremity Vein of Dissolution…as well as the authority that enforced itself 

to forcefully reduce his size! 

 


